Beginning Sounds in Words

Distinguishing initial consonant sounds from the rest of a word can help prepare your child to read and write. Use these worksheets to practice identifying onsets and rimes in words with these worksheets.
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Match the items that have the same beginning sound.
Match the Sounds

Draw a line from each picture to the letter that matches its beginning sound.
BEGINNING SOUNDS

Draw a line to match each picture with the letter that makes its beginning sound.

A
T
P
C
N
Beginning Sounds

Draw a line matching each picture with the letter that makes its beginning sound.

F  G  H  I  J
Meet the “at” Family

Look at the pictures and fill in the missing letter to complete each word.

____at

____at

____at

____at
Super Pets

Say the name of each picture. Which letter will complete the word? Draw a line connecting the letter to the name of each picture. Then write the letter in the blank.

---

- Cat
  - a

- Dog
  - r

- Rat
  - c

- Ant
  - d
Play Time!

Say the name of each picture. Which letter will complete the word? Draw a line connecting the letter to the name of each picture. Then write the letter in the blank.

---

__ kite __

---

__ oy __

---

__ lane __

---

__ oat __
Say the name of each picture. Which letter will complete the word? Draw a line connecting the letter to the name of each picture. Then write the letter in the blank.

- hat
- grass
- bat
- ball
Missing Beginning Letters

Say the name of each picture. Which letter will complete the word? Draw a line connecting the letter to the name of each picture. Then write the letter in the blank to fill in the missing beginning letter.

- Pig: ___ig (u)
- Bee: ___ee (p)
- Cup: ___up (b)
- Umbrella: ___mbrella (m)
- Monkey: ___onkey (c)
Fill in the Letters

A  B  C

Using the letters above,
Write in the missing letter to make a word!

Bike

Apple

Bee

At

Cake

Ant

ake

nt
Gone Fishing

Say the name of each picture to find out the beginning sound. Then choose from one of the two missing letters, and write the missing letter to complete the word.

- hat
- og
- un
- et